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LOCAL GOVERNMENT AND COMMUNITIES COMMITTEE 

NON-DOMESTIC RATES (SCOTLAND) BILL  

Scottish Chambers of Commerce Network  
 
1.0 Introduction 
 

The Local Government and Communities Committee has stated its openness to 
receiving further written submissions in advance of a one-off oral hearing being held 
in January 2020 by the committee to discuss - with COSLA - the proposed devolution 

of poundage setting powers under amendment 9 put forward in the name of Andy 
Wightman MSP. 
 

The Scottish Chambers of Commerce (SCC) are glad to have this opportunity to 
provide some further thoughts and views to the committee, in addition to our original 
submission to the call for evidence. 

 
SCC has consistently highlighted the voice of the business community on the issue of 
reforming Scotland’s Non-Domestic Rates (NDR) System. We have done this through 

engagement with the Barclay Review, the Barclay Review Implementation Groups as 
well as providing written evidence on the Non-Domestic Rates (Scotland) Bill, one 
example of which was to this committee.1 

 
2.0 The Legislation 
 

We recognise that through the Barclay Review and subsequent actions of the Scottish 
Government, some of the concerns businesses had with the current Non-Domestic 
rates system are attempting to be addressed through this process. 

 
These concerns included the need for more frequent valuations and for delays in rates 
increases in the cases of expansion or investment. SCC advocated for these 

interventions and welcomed the Scottish Government responses on these aspects 
initially. 
 

On Wednesday the 27th of November, the committee held a session to consider and 
vote on a list of amendments as part of its Stage 2 proceedings on the NDR Bill.  
 

Below is the detail of amendment 9, that was passed by 4 votes to 3 with 0 abstentions 
by members of the committee: 
 
9 After section 8, insert— 

<Levying of rates 

Levying of rates 
(1) After section 7 of the 1975 Act insert— 

 

“7ZA Provisions as to setting of non-domestic rates 

 

                                                           
1 https://www.parliament.scot/S5_Local_Gov/Inquiries/LGC_S5_19_NDR_197_SCC.pdf 

https://www.parliament.scot/S5_Local_Gov/Inquiries/LGC_S5_19_NDR_197_SCC.pdf
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(1) The Scottish Ministers must by regulations make such provision as they consider 
appropriate with a view to giving full effect to section 7, as amended by the Non-

Domestic Rates (Scotland) Act 2020, by the year 2024. 
 

(2) Regulations under subsection (1) are subject to the affirmative procedure. 

 
(3) If a rating authority do not choose to discharge their power under section 7, the 
Scottish Minister may, in respect of the financial year following that in which 

subsection (1) has come into force and each subsequent financial year, 
prescribe a rate which will be the non-domestic rate to be levied throughout 
Scotland in respect of that financial year.”. 

 
(2) Section 110 of the Local Government Finance Act 1992 is repealed. 
(3) Section 153 of the Local Government etc. (Scotland) Act 1994 is repealed.> 

 
In essence, amendment 9 aims to take the poundage rate – currently set by the 
Scottish Government – and devolve that power to local authorities to allow them to set 

the business rates in their area. 
 
Rates would therefore be no longer set nationally and business rates reliefs - by 

implication - such as the Small Business Bonus Scheme and the Business Growth 
Accelerator, would end.  
 

We acknowledge the differing views on the principle of the localisation of powers such 
as this, but we feel that taking business rates out of the hands of Scottish Government 
Ministers and handing control over this tax to local authorities does place a question 

mark over existing nationwide rates reliefs, particularly to those SMEs that make up 
the majority of Scotland’s business base. 
 

We note that the Scottish Government has also expressed its concern over this, which 
is a direct result of Amendment 9 repealing Section 153 of the Local Government etc. 
(Scotland) Act 1994 (“the 1994 Act”).  

 
As noted in the recent letter by the Minister Kate Forbes to the committee:  
 
‘’Repealing s.153 would have the effect of removing the Scottish Government’s ability 
to provide national reliefs and on commencement would immediately abolish widely 
regarded and high profile reliefs such as the Small Business Bonus Scheme, Business 

Growth Accelerator and Nursery relief.’’2 

 
The importance of such relief should not be underestimated: the Small Business 

Bonus Scheme provided £254m in relief in 2018-19, an increase of £28m from £226m 
in 2017-18. This amounts to an average saving per property of £2,127 in 2018-19.3 
 

                                                           
2 https://www.parliament.scot/S5_Local_Gov/General%20Documents/NDRKateForbes.pdf 
3 https://www2.gov.scot/Topics/Statistics/Browse/Local-Government-Finance/NDR-Rates-
Relief/NDRReliefs2019 

https://www.parliament.scot/S5_Local_Gov/General%20Documents/NDRKateForbes.pdf
https://www2.gov.scot/Topics/Statistics/Browse/Local-Government-Finance/NDR-Rates-Relief/NDRReliefs2019
https://www2.gov.scot/Topics/Statistics/Browse/Local-Government-Finance/NDR-Rates-Relief/NDRReliefs2019
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In addition, a reduction in the relief support currently available could result in a 
substantial increase in appeal volumes when one of the main aims of the bill is to 

reduce that, which seems contradictory. 
 
We understand that from the evidence given by COSLA to this committee 

(22/05/2019), that they feel in relation to the devolving of the poundage rate that ‘’a 
huge amount of thinking is required’’ before any transfer of powers and that any 
discussion over this power should not sit independently outside of a wider fiscal 

discussion over the whole funding arrangements for local government.4 
 
We would suggest that proper ‘’thinking’’ discussion is still to take place and is more 

than worthy of a separate process to properly consider, deliberate and discuss the 
pros and cons of such a transformative change to the overall NDR system. 
 

In our submission to the Barclay Review, we shared a similar view to that of COSLA’s 
above, a position which we continue to hold today, that; 
 
‘’Business Rates should not be treated in isolation from other budgets or areas of 
Government activity. It is vital that Business Rates are viewed not just within the 
context of overall Scottish Government tax policy but also in terms of local government 

finance and business support budgets, thus allowing a greater degree of flexibility in 
terms of tackling the rising burden of this tax.’’5 
 

We would welcome a further discussion on the arrangements for local government 
funding through a proper fiscal finance review, which as stated above, includes Non-
Domestic Rates. We do not feel that NDR should sit outside of that conversation. 

 
3.0 Further Implications 
 

As covered in our submission to the Finance and Constitution committee who have 
overseen the Financial Memorandum of the NDR Bill, the cost burden for ratepayers 
as a result of the bill is significant at circa £67.7 million over the next 5 years. 

 
We feel this could be underestimated and as such SCC is concerned that the Bill as 
drafted will add a significant overall cost burden to ratepayers across Scotland that will 

not be in line with the necessary improvement in their experience of the NDR system 
to merit that increased cost.6 
 

The question marks that are now hovering over the process of rates relief will not be 

welcome to many businesses, principally SMEs that require ease of access and 

simplification of the NDR system, not more complexity and potentially further 

additions to the current cost burden. 

                                                           
4 http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=12121&mode=pdf 
5 https://consult.gov.scot/rates-review/barclay-review-of-business-
rates/consultation/download_public_attachment?sqId=pasted-question-1477575557.33-17901-
1477575557.95-27267&uuId=712704668 
6https://www.parliament.scot/S5_Finance/NDRBill/143ScottishChamberofCommerce.pdf 

http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=12121&mode=pdf
https://consult.gov.scot/rates-review/barclay-review-of-business-rates/consultation/download_public_attachment?sqId=pasted-question-1477575557.33-17901-1477575557.95-27267&uuId=712704668
https://consult.gov.scot/rates-review/barclay-review-of-business-rates/consultation/download_public_attachment?sqId=pasted-question-1477575557.33-17901-1477575557.95-27267&uuId=712704668
https://consult.gov.scot/rates-review/barclay-review-of-business-rates/consultation/download_public_attachment?sqId=pasted-question-1477575557.33-17901-1477575557.95-27267&uuId=712704668
https://www.parliament.scot/S5_Finance/NDRBill/143ScottishChamberofCommerce.pdf
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SCC would also like to highlight that members of the committee throughout Stage 2 

of the process have stated their view that there may not be another legislative 

opportunity post this bill for quite some time for the Scottish Parliament. 

This is not what businesses would think, SCC believe that it is within the gift of the 

Scottish Parliament to put down further legislative instruments at Stage 3 of this bill 

to ensure that the NDR Bill is not the end of the reform process that began with the 

Barclay Review. Consistent review of the system that will come to fruition through 

the NDR Bill would be welcomed by businesses, and can help make the system 

work better for them. 

The NDR Bill should deliver upon the recommendations of the Barclay Review, 

which is what businesses have been properly consulted and engaged with upon, as 

opposed to this transformative amendment to the bill that has lacked that same level 

of scrutiny by businesses and the public. 

We are happy to consult and engage further with the committee in our desire to see 

an NDR Bill that works for businesses in Scotland, and is consistent and fair across 

the board. 


